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Abstract
A normal form is derived for finite sets of doubly commuting matrices, under simultaneous
unitary similarity. The matrices need not be normal, but they commute with each other and
with the adjoints of each other. The normal form is further used to study joint numerical ranges
of doubly commuting matrices. © 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The notion of unitary similarity is well-known and widely studied in matrix the-
ory. An extensive review and rich bibliography of unitary similarity is provided in
[8]. However, except for a few classes of matrices, for instance the class of normal
matrices, canonical forms under unitary similarity are difficult to obtain. In this paper
we propose a normal form for a class of finite matrix sets with the doubly commut-
ing property, under simultaneous unitary similarity. Applications to joint numerical
ranges are given, based on this form.
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A finite set fA1; : : : ; Aqg of n n complex matrices is called doubly commuting
if
AiAj D AjAi; AiAj D AjAi for i =D j:
Note that we allow AiAi =D Ai Ai in the above definition. For example, a q-tuple
of commuting matrices where at least q − 1 of them are normal, is doubly com-
muting. Doubly commuting sets of operators in Hilbert space have been extensively
studied in the literature, mainly under additional hypotheses that the operators are
closely related to the normal operators, for example, are subnormal, or hyponor-
mal (note that commuting normal operators are automatically doubly commuting);
Refs. [3,5,7] are a small sample of recent references. In the finite dimensional case,
the classes subnormal and hyponormal operators coincide with the class of normal
operators.
A matrix A 2 Cmm is called unitarily irreducible if there is no m1-dimensional
subspace (1 6 m1 < m) of Cm which is invariant with respect to both A and A. It
is well known that any matrix (in particular, any unitarily irreducible matrix) can be
put in an upper triangular form by unitary similarity.
Recall the standard definition of the tensor, or Kronecker, product: If A D Taij U
and B are matrices of sizes m1  n1 and m2  n2, respectively, then the tensor
product A⊗ B is the m1m2  n1n2 matrix TaijBU. Note that .A⊗ B/⊗ C D A⊗
.B ⊗ C/. Denote by Im the mm identity matrix.
Theorem 1.1. Let fA1; : : : ; Aqg be a doubly commuting q-tuple of n n complex
matrices. Then there exists a unitary matrix U such that
UAjU
 D
2666664
Aj;1 0    0
0 Aj;2
.
.
.
:::
:::
.
.
.
.
.
. 0
0    0 Aj;‘
3777775 ; j D 1; : : : ; q; (1.1)
where for each k D 1; : : : ; ‘, themk mk matrices fA1;k; : : : ; Aq;kg are of the form
A1;kDX1;k ⊗ Ip2;k ⊗ : : :⊗ Ipq;k ;
A2;kDIp1;k ⊗X2;k ⊗ Ip3;k ⊗ : : :⊗ Ipq;k ;
::: (1.2)
Aq;kDIp1;k ⊗ Ip2;k ⊗ : : :⊗Xq;k
and whereXj;k are upper triangular unitarily irreduciblepj;k  pj;k matrices. Thus,
n D m1 C    Cm‘I mk D p1;kp2;k : : : pq;k for k D 1; : : : ; ‘:
Note that a q-tuple of the form (1.1) and (1.2) is obviously doubly commuting.
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2. Proof of Theorem 1.1
A set fB1; : : : ; Br g of mm matrices will be called jointly unitarily irreducible
if there is no m1-dimensional subspace (1 6 m1 < m) of Cm which is invariant with
respect to each Bj and each Bj .
Given matrices X1; : : : ; X‘ we denote by T.X1; : : : ; X‘/ the set of block upper
triangular matrices with the diagonal blocksX1; : : : ; X‘ (in that order). The block di-
agonal matrix with the diagonal blocksX1; : : : ; X‘ will be denoted D.X1; : : : ; X‘/.
The proof of Theorem 1.1 will be broken in a number of steps. We are given a
doubly commuting set fA1; : : : ; Aqg of n n matrices.
Step 1. There exists a unitary matrix eU such that the matrices eUAj eU are of the
form eUA1eU 2 T (1In1 ; : : : ; ‘In‘ (2.1)
and eUAjeU D D (eAj;1; : : : ; eAj;‘ f or j D 2; : : : ; q; (2.2)
where eAj;k is of size nk  nk , k 2 C, and each set feA2;k; : : : ; eAq;kg is jointly unit-
arily irreducible (k D 1; : : : ; ‘).
Note that the sizes n1; : : : ; n‘ in (2.1) and (2.2) do not depend on j.
Proof of Step 1. Let 1 be an eigenvalue of A1, with the corresponding eigenspace
H D fx 2 Cn V A1x D 1xg. With respect to the orthogonal decomposition
Cn DHH?; (2.3)
the matrix A1 takes the form
U1A1U

1 D

1In1 
0 B1;2

; (2.4)
where U1 is the unitary matrix of transition from the standard basis in Cn to an
orthonormal basis in HH?. It follows that U1AjU1 (j D 2; : : : ; q) commute
both withU1A1U1 andU1A1U1 . Therefore, the subspaceH is invariant with respect
to U1AjU1 and U1AjU1 (j D 2; : : : ; q), and hence, with respect to the orthogonal
decomposition (2.3), the matrices Aj have a block diagonal form
U1AjU

1 D
eAj 0
0 Bj;2

; j D 2; : : : q: (2.5)
We can assume that the set feA2; : : : ; eAqg is jointly unitarily irreducible (otherwise
replace H by a suitable subspace that is invariant for each eAj and each eAj , j D
2; : : : ; q). Since the matrices in (2.4) and (2.5) double commute, we have in particu-
lar the following equations:
Bj;2Bi;2 D Bi;2Bj;2; Bj;2Bi;2 D Bi;2Bj;2 for i; j D 1; : : : ; q; i =D j:
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Using induction on n, and applying the induction hypothesis to the doubly commut-
ing set fB1;2; : : : ; Bq;2g we complete the proof of Step 1. 
Step 2. Let Bji .j < i/ denote the .j; i/th nj  ni block of the matrix eUA1eU in the
representation .2:1/ and .2:2/. ThenBji is either the zero matrix or it is invertible. In
the latter case, for every r D 2; : : : ; q , the corresponding blocks eAr;j and eAr;i of the
matrix eUAreU are unitarily similar, with the unitary similarity matrix independent
of r eAr;j D UjieAr;iUji; r D 2; : : : ; q; (2.6)
where Uji are unitary.
Proof of Step 2. Since the matrices eUAreU and eUA1eU in (2.1) and (2.2) doubly
commute for r D 2; : : : ; q , we obtain in particular, thateAr;jBji D Bji eAr;i and eAr;jBji D BjieAr;i .i; j D 1; : : : ; ‘; j < i/: (2.7)
Therefore, the subspace RangeBji is invariant with respect to both eAr;j and eAr;j .
Since feA2;j ; : : : ; eAq;j g is jointly unitarily irreducible,
RangeBji D f0g or rankBji D nj : (2.8)
Similarly, it follows from (2.7) that the subspace KerBji is invariant with respect to
both eAr;i and eAr;i , and since feA2;i; : : : ; eAq;ig is jointly unitarily irreducible,
KerBji D f0g or dim KerBji D ni : (2.9)
If nj =D ni , it follows from (2.8) and (2.9) that Bji D 0, which partially proves the
second statement.
Let nj D ni . Then (2.8) and (2.9) imply that Bji D 0 or that Bji is invertible. If
Bji is invertible, it follows from (2.7) thateAr;j D Bji eAr;iB−1ji and eAr;j D BjieAr;iB−1ji ; (2.10)
which means that eAr;j and eAr;j are similar to eAr;i and eAr;i , respectively, with the
same similarity matrix Bji that does not depend on r. The simultaneous unitary
similarity of eAr;i and eAr;j can be obtained from (2.10) using a standard argument,
which runs as follows: Equalities (2.10) imply that eAr;j commutes with BjiBji , and
therefore it also commutes with .BjiBji /1=2. Now, if Bji D .BjiBji/1=2Uji is the
polar decomposition of Bji with a unitary Uji , we obtaineAr;i D UjieAr;jUji; r D 2; : : : ; q:
This completes the proof of Step 2. 
We say that the blocks i and j (i; j D 1; : : : ; ‘; j < i) in the representation (2.1)
and (2.2) are equivalent if (2.6) holds for some unitary Uji . We now collect equiv-
alent blocks together, applying a simultaneous block permutation to the matrices
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eUAreU, r D 1; : : : ; q , given by (2.1) and (2.2). We will show that this operation
can be accomplished while keeping QUA1 QU (after permutation) in a block diagonal
form with scalar matrices on the block diagonal, as in (2.1). Indeed, let j; j C 1 be a
pair of indices such that 1 and j are not equivalent, but 1 and j C 1 are. Then j and
j C 1 are not equivalent, and therefore QUA1 QU has the form
QUA1 QU D
2666666664
1In1    0 B1;jC1   
:::
.
.
.
:::
:::
0    j Inj 0   
0    0 jC1InjC1   
:::
:::
:::
.
.
.
0    0 0   
3777777775
:
Now simultaneous transposition of the jth and the .j C 1/th block rows and
columns in QUA1 QU yields the matrix2666666664
1In1    B1;jC1 0   
:::
.
.
.
:::
:::
0    jC1InjC1 0   
0    0 j Inj   
:::
:::
:::
.
.
.
0    0 0   
3777777775
:
Clearly, applying this type of block transpositions a finite number of times, even-
tually we collect equivalent blocks together, at the same time keeping the trans-
formed QUA1 QU block triangular, as in (2.1).
Using the result of Step 2, it is easy to see that after the simultaneous block
permutation we obtain matrices C1; : : : ; Cq that have a direct sum form:
Cr D D.Cr;1; : : : ; Cr;u/; r D 1; : : : ; q;
where for each s D 1; : : : ; u:
C1;s 2 T
(
1;sIns ; : : : ; ‘s;sIns

and Cr;s D D
eA.s/r;1; : : : ; eA.s/r;‘s ;
r D 2; : : : ; q; (2.11)
where eA.s/r;k is of size ns  ns , each set feA.s/2;k; : : : ; eA.s/q;kg is jointly unitarily irreducible
(k D 1; : : : ; ‘s ), k;s 2 C, and moreovereA.s/r;j D U.s/ji eA.s/r;i U.s/ji  ; r D 2; : : : ; q; 1 6 j < i 6 ‘s : (2.12)
Here U.s/ji are certain unitary matrices that do not depend on r. Therefore, the proof
of Theorem 1.1 reduces to the situation when the original matrices fA1; : : : ; Aqg
have the form fC1;s; : : : ; Cq;sg for a fixed s, as in (2.11), with the properties (2.12).
This will be accomplished in Step 3, where for simplicity of notation we omit the
index s.
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Step 3. We prove Theorem 1.1 for the case when
A1 2 T .1Im; : : : ; ‘Im/ and Ar D D
(eAr;1; : : : ; eAr;‘ ; r D 2; : : : ; q; (2.13)
where each set feA2;k; : : : ; eAq;kg .k D 1; : : : ; ‘/ is jointly unitarily irreducible, andeAr;j D UjieAr;iUji; r D 2; : : : ; q; 1 6 j < i 6 ‘
for some unitary Uji .
Proof of Step 3. Replacing Ar (r D 1; : : : ; q) by UArU, where
U D D.I; U12; : : : ; U1;‘/;
we can (and will) assume that eAr;k D eAr;1 for k D 1; : : : ; ‘. Let Bji (j < i) be the
.j; i/th nj  ni block of A1. Then the equalities
ArA1 D A1Ar; ArA1 D A1Ar ; r D 2; : : : ; q;
give eAr;1Bji D BjieAr;1; eAr;1Bji D Bji eAr;1:
Let bji be any eigenvalue of the matrix Bji . The corresponding eigenspaceHbji
turns out to be invariant with respect to both eAr;1 and eAr;1, for r D 2; : : : ; q . Since
feA2;1; : : : ; eAq;1g is jointly unitarily irreducible, dimHbji D m and therefore, Bji D
bjiIm.
Now we clearly have
A1 D Q⊗ Im; Ar D I‘ ⊗ eAr;1; r D 2; : : : ; q;
where the upper triangular ‘ ‘ matrix Q has 1; : : : ; ‘ on its diagonal, and bji
in the .j; i/th position (j < i). Using induction on q, and applying the induction
hypothesis to the doubly commuting set feA2;1; : : : ; eAq;1g, completes the proof of
Theorem 1.1. 
3. Numerical ranges
For an (ordered) q-tuple of n nmatrices fA1; : : : ; Aqg the joint numerical range
is defined as the set
W.A1; : : : ; Aq/Df.hA1x; xi; hA2x; xi; : : : ; hAqx; xi/ 2 Cq V x 2 Cn and
hx; xi D 1g;
where h; i denotes the standard inner product in Cn. Clearly, W.A1; : : : ; Aq/ is
a compact set. It is well known that W.A1; : : : ; Aq/ is always convex if q D 1
(Toeplitz–Hausdorff theorem), but W.A1; : : : ; Aq/ need not be convex for q > 1.
Theorem 3.1. If fA1; : : : ; Aqg doubly commute, then the joint numerical range
W.A1; : : : ; Aq/ is convex.
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Proof. Since the joint numerical range is invariant under simultaneous unitary sim-
ilarity, by Theorem 1.1, we can assume that fA1; : : : ; Aqg have the form (1.1) and
(1.2). By the main result of [2],
W.A1;k; : : : ; Aq;k/ D W.X1;k/    W.Xq;k/; k D 1; : : : ; ‘: (3.1)
On the other hand,
W.A1; : : : ; Aq/DCo

W.A1;1; : : : ; Aq;1/;W.A1;2; : : : ; Aq;2/; : : : ;
W.A1;‘; : : : ; Aq;‘/
}
; (3.2)
where Co f: : :g stands for the convex hull. The verification of (3.2) is immedi-
ate: Write x 2 Cn, hx; xi D 1 in the form x D x1      x‘, where xk 2 Cmk , k D
1; : : : ; ‘. Then
.hA1x; xi; hA2x; xi; : : : ; hAqx; xi/
D
X
hxk; xki.hA1;kyk; yki; hA2;kyk; yki; : : : ; hAq;kyk; yki/; (3.3)
where the sum is taken over all k D 1; : : : ; ‘ such that xk =D 0, and where yk D
xk=kxkk. The expression in (3.3) is obviously a convex combination of elements
fromW.A1;k; : : : ; Aq;k/, k D 1; : : : ; ‘. This proves (3.2). Putting together (3.1) and
(3.2), we obtain
W.A1; : : : ; Aq/DCo

W.X1;1/    W.Xq;1/; : : : ;W.X1;‘/   
W.Xq;‘/
}
: (3.4)
The convexity of W.A1; : : : ; Aq/ is now obvious in view of the convexity of each
W.Xj;k/. 
The joint spectrum .A1; : : : ; Aq/ of fA1; : : : ; Aqg will be defined here as the
set of all f1; : : : ; qg 2 Cq such that Arx D rx, r D 1; : : : ; q , for some nonzero
x 2 Cn (note that x is independent of r); we say that  D f1; : : : ; q g is the joint
eigenvalue and x is the joint eigenvector of fA1; : : : ; Aqg. We point out that this
definition is only one of many non-equivalent ways to approach the notion of joint
spectrum of a finite set of operators that are available in the literature. Clearly,
.A1; : : : ; Aq/  W.A1; : : : ; Aq/:
It turns out that the joint eigenvalues that are extreme points of the joint numerical
range give rise to orthogonally reducing joint eigenvectors:
Theorem 3.2. If fA1; : : : ; Aqg doubly commute, and if a joint eigenvalue  D
f1; : : : ; q g is an extreme point ofW.A1; : : : ; Aq/, then the orthogonal complement
of the joint eigenspace M D fx 2 Cn V Arx D rx; r D 1; : : : ; qg is invariant for
each A1; : : : ; Aq .
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Proof. Again, we assume that fA1; : : : ; Aqg are given by (1.1) and (1.2). Fix x 2
M; hx; xi D 1, and write x D x1      x‘, where xk 2 Cmk , k D 1; : : : ; ‘. Denote
byK the set of all indices k for which xk =D 0. It follows from (1.1) that  belongs to
W.A1;k; : : : ; Aq;k/ for every k 2K. The point , being extreme inW.A1; : : : ; Aq/,
in view of (3.2) must be extreme in each convex set W.A1;k; : : : ; Aq;k/, k 2K.
But by the main result of [2], we also have W.A1;k; : : : ; Aq;k/ D W.A1;k/    
W.Aq;k/, and therefore r is an extreme point in W.Ar;k/, for r D 1; : : : ; q and
k 2K. Moreover, Ar;kxk D rxk, in other words, r is an eigenvalue of Ar;k with
the corresponding eigenvector xk. By a well-known property of eigenvalues of a
matrix that belong to the boundary of the numerical range of that matrix (see, e.g.,
[4, Section 1.6]), we obtain that the orthogonal complement of Span fxkg is Ar;k-
invariant for r D 1; : : : ; q and k 2K. Therefore, the orthogonal complement of x is
Ar -invariant, for r D 1; : : : ; q . Since the unit length vector x was chosen arbitrarily
in M, the conclusion of the theorem follows. 
One can easily prove, using Theorem 1.1, that every angle point of the joint nu-
merical range of doubly commuting matrices must be a joint eigenvalue. However,
this is a general property of joint numerical ranges of matrices (and even infinite
dimensional Hilbert space operators), that does not depend on double commutativity.
It was proved for commuting normal operators in [6] and in full generality in [1].
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